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Privacy Policy. We like the style and are happy with our purchase. The light fixture did not come
with bulbs but at the price we paid we did not mind at all. Thinking of the next light to replace
will buy from again. Contacted customer service via email with the invoice which clearly states
comes with 8 lights. They said it didn't come with lights and no longer responded to my email
request for the light bulbs. The main light itself was easy to put up and was as advertised less
the lights. I needed something with a low profile, lots of light output and reasonably priced.
These are perfect. I also wanted something unusual that i hadn't seen everywhere! Very cool
light love that it dims and produces a lot of light as well. Fast delivery and high quality. I highly
recommend Unitary lighting if you are looking for great light fixtures. We were pleased with the
fixture itself but displeased that it came without lightbulbs included. The company have
indicated that they will revise the description online. I hope that they do so no one else will be
deceived. Love this light, exactly what we hoped it was. Could not be more happy, delivery and
service was excellent. The fixture is nice, however it is not assembled upon delivery and
requires some threading of wires and bolts etc. The assembly instructions are a mirror image of
the way one would place the fixture to assemble and screw the bolts. I recommend you flip the
assembly instruction sheet over and hold up to a light to get a sense of the correct
configuration of the arms. This will save you time and frustration when assembling the arms of
the fixture. Easy to assemble and looks like a high quality product. This light was a huge
improvement to my home! Close menu. Shopping Cart. Reset your password We will send you
an email to reset your password. Email Back to Login. My Cart. Hot Selling. No Batteries
Required? We send to Canadian addresses using government post service. Other Countries
Around The World We ship to all other countries around the world by government post service.
The shipping fee would be according to your parcel weight. You will see the freight on checkout
page before you pay. For more information, Please go to our Shipping Policy. Customer
Reviews No reviews yet Write a review. Buy Now. We will notify you once it gets answered.
Customer Reviews Based on 13 reviews Write a review. Steven De Souza said: Great light at a
great price! Debra Capek said: No lights. Alexi Nanas said:. Debbie Smith said: Cool fixture.
Alicia Otten said:. Mar Min said: Throwback with an industrial modern touch. Karen Brophey
said: Poor description. Craig Wells said: 8 light black metal flash ceiling light. Alecia said: Nice
Fixture but not assembled upon arrival. Jon Lewis said: Wonderful product. Light kit inlcuded.
General purpose. Sign In. Join as a Pro. Send a Houzz Gift Card! Most-Loved Rugs. Bright, Bold
and Trendy Rugs. Oversized Area Rugs by Hue. All Filters. Semi-Flush Mount. Fixture Finish.
Oil-Rubbed Bronze. Stainless Steel. Natural Finish. Mid-Century Modern. Shade Material.
Frosted Glass. Stained Glass. Shade Color. Black And White. Bulb Type. Fluorescent Tube. Bulb
Included. Damp Or Wet Location Listed. UL Listed. Energy Star Lighting. Title 24 Lighting. CUL
Listed. Swarovski Crystal. Sloped Ceiling Adaptable. Number of Lights. Access Lighting.
Acclaim Lighting. AFX, Inc. Allegri Crystal By Kalco Lighting. Avenue Lighting. Besa Lighting.
Bethel Intl. Bromi Design. Cal Lighting. Capital Lighting Fixture Company. Classic Lighting
Corporation. Crystorama Lighting. CWI Lighting. Dainolite Ltd. Design House. Design Living.
Designers Fountain. Dimond Lighting. Dolan Designs. DVI Lighting. Efficient Lighting. Elan
Lighting. ELK Group International. ET2 Contemporary Lighting. Eurofase Lighting. Forte
Lighting Inc. Generation Lighting. Globe Electric. Golden Lighting. Golden Spike. Helmsman
Lighting Works. Hubbardton Forge. Hudson Valley Lighting. Innovations Lighting. Jesco
Lighting Group. Joshua Marshal. Littman Brands West. Livex Lighting Inc. Maxim Lighting
International. Meyda Lighting. Millennium Lighting Inc. Millennium Lighting Incorporated. Minka
Aire. Mitzi By Hudson Valley. Modern Forms. Norwell Lighting. PLC Lighting. Progress Lighting.
Quorum International. Robert Abbey, Inc. Satco Lighting. Satco Products. Savoy House. Sea
Gull Lighting. Sunset Lighting. Tech Lighting. Thomas Lighting. Toltec Lighting. Trans Globe
Lighting. Troy Lighting. Visual Comfort. Volume Lighting. WAC Lighting. Warehouse Of Tiffany,
Inc. Whitfield Lighting. Woodbridge Lighting Inc. Worldwide Lighting. On Sale. Free Shipping.
Sort by: Recommended. Quick View. More Colors. Read More. This current trend collection of
drum shade lighting is available in your choice of Oatmeal with Oil Rubbed Bronze or White
Linen with Satin Nickel frames. This collection works in wide variety of decor styles from
traditional to contemporary and comes at a very attractive price. Shade Included: Yes Hardwire
of Plug? Transform the look of your room with this classic, vintage-inspired fixture by Golden
Lighting. Golden Lighting's Duncan collection is contemporary style with an industrial feel. The
collection features a variety of simple, traditional silhouettes that are a nod to a bygone era. A

variety of plated and painted metal shade finishes are offered in combination with durable Aged
Brass, Black, Chrome or Pewter fixture bodies. The Rubbed Bronze fixtures are paired with
Rubbed Bronze shades. This flush mount is perfect for modern or contemporary style home
decors. It works perfectly in a kitchen, hallway or bath and is UL approved for damp locations.
This matte black flush mount is paired with a black shade. The shade is a glossy jet black. More
Designs. This single light semi-flushmount ceiling fixture is a part of Design Classics lighting's
Powellhurst Blaine Collection. Patterned in a traditional design, this schoolhouse-style ceiling
light features opal glass shade and steel base beautifully finished in Neuvelle bronze. Its vintage
flavor is perfect for adding a little charm and nostalgia to your home. Use several of these lights
in your hallways and kitchen and enjoy the charm of a time-honored schoolhouse from old
days. Takes one watt medium base frosted light bulb not included. Suitable for installation in
dry locations only. Tribeca is a contemporary, geometric series of customizable layered boxes.
These striking open-cage fixtures bring sophisticated style to a space. Offered in a variety of
finish options and silhouettes, including two-tone combinations, this clean transitional design
pairs well with modern fashions. This 4-light semi-flush creates a stylish focal point. More
Styles. Modern lanterns featuring a handsome beveled cage design make a modern, elegant
statement in the Smyth collection. Clean geometry creates contemporary style with steel
candles and candelabra bulbs encased in two glass options. The gleaming Chrome finish adds
a sleek, contemporary option to this open-caged collection. A darker option, the Gunmetal
Bronze finish has warm bronze undertones and is perfect for all industrial or vintage aesthetics.
The White Gold finish option softens the geometric form, creating a more delicate and
transitional appearance. Glass fixtures are available with Clear Glass or Opal Glass shades.
This 3 light convertible semi-flush creates a stylish focal point that can be mounted as a flush
mount or hung as a pendant. Distinctive, chiseled features and crisp, clean lines are key
features in this flush mount. Inspired by a modern interpretation of Craftsman styling, a
beautiful etched glass shade takes center stage in this design. The contrast of the antique
bronze frame with the bright white shade delivers a dramatic, yet refined effect. This Olde
Bronze 1 light semi flush ceiling light from the Avery collection make a simple yet elegant
statement featuring a clear seeded globe that adds the perfect finishing touch. The world
famous Smithsonian Castle, in Washington, DC is a picturesque castle composed of red
sandstone and Medieval-Revival architectural details. Details like the large circular window that
sits high above its northern entrance. This north-facing window was strategically placed to
catch the light of the sun. The beautiful window is dissected by a bold patterned design.
Capture some of the beauty of the Smithsonian Castle for your home with this unique
collection. This Flush Mount provides widespread ambient lighting. This Trade Winds Gardner
semi-flush ceiling light helps you add more light and more style to any space. The light socket,
which is also finished in polished nickel, adds even more style. The close-to-ceiling style of
Gardner makes it ideal for lighting up smaller rooms. This fixture is dimmable and uses 1
standard size light bulb of up to watts. An LED bulb can be used. Rated for indoor use only.
Category: Semi Flush. Collection: Richmond. Number Of Bulbs: 2. Bulbs Included: No.
Maximum Wattage: 60 watts. Hanging Weight: 8. Total Shipping Weight: 10 lb. Add a semi-flush
ceiling light with understated elegance with the Savoy House Octave Glass ceiling light. It
features a shade of curved glass, minimal detailing and a matte black finish. Semi-flush mounts
can be used on the ceiling of pretty much any interior room, including foyers, hallways,
stairways, closets, bathrooms, bedrooms, kitchens and more! Bulb not included. Try using a
stylized bulb like Edison or tubular for a different look! The matte black finish can be paired with
black hardware or mixed with hardware in other finishes. Try the Octave with glam, transitional
or contemporary style rooms for a chic look. When you choose a Savoy House lighting fixture,
you can be certain you've selected a piece that will withstand the test of time. The magic of the
Graham chandelier series is how beautiful the open circle framework looks and the light, airy
feeling it evokes, it's just as stunning when you see it from below as it is when you see it head
on. The light is subtly reflected on surfaces below in a chic interlocking circle pattern and the
simple down rods allow the intricate metalwork to really shine. This 4 light semi flush ceiling
fixture is elegant and understated. This flush mount is UL approved for use in a bathroom, but
also works perfectly in a kitchen, living room, entry, or hallway. The style is perfect for modern
or contemporary home decors. This matte black flush mount is paired with a white shade. The
shade is a glossy, bright white. This collection of LED drum fixtures feature many options of
fabric shades with an internal acrylic diffuser which twist locks into place. The result is a crisp
clean look without any exposed screws or knobs. Whether you are looking for residential or
commercial, there is sure to be a combination for your application. Please note that this product
is designed for use in the United States only volt wiring , and may not work properly outside of
the United States. Brighten up your home with this Trade Winds Felton 2-light ceiling light! Its

structured and stylish look features a white glass shade and ri
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ch brushed nickel finish that goes beautifully with many different decor colors. This fixture is
dimmable and uses 2 standard size bulbs of up to 60 watts each. LED bulbs can be used. Create
a haven for relaxation under the soothing glow of the Mast two-light flush mount. A fitting piece
for providing overhead lighting in a bathroom, living room, or bedroom in any coastal or
modern farmhouse interior. A circular, Antique Bronze frame accented by faux wood secures an
etched glass shade ready to offer a soft, gentle glow. Castile is a robust design with sweeping
curves and unique coloring. The fixture body is comprised of real wood stained in a soft grey
wash that enhances the beautiful grain. The arms are finished in a rough textured Rustic Black.
Features: Bulbs are not included with this item Durable steel frame ensures years of reliable
performance Designed to cast light in a downward direction Fully covered under Quoizel's
limited lifetime warranty Dimensions: Height: United States.

